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Travaxy is the world's first B2B API for travelers 
with disabilities and senior travelers who need 
assistance, enabling travel agents to book a 
worry-free holiday in minutes and ensure a worry-
free experience. 

*API - application programming interface

About Travaxy
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Travel agents/online travel agents, are not accessibility experts!

The problem

Ex. different needs for different disability types

Does the reception desk have hearing device?

Does the elevator have control buttons with constructing color?

Does the room have light signs to indicate a knock on the door?

Does the TV have an alarm clock?

Can the traveler order room service from the TV?
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Main parameters we 
look for on wheelchair 
accessibility. 

There isn't one 
standard for an 

accessible room, 
every room looks 

different.

The problem
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Accessible to which 
type of disability

The problem



6Travaxy also integrates seamlessly with your existing booking process.

Hotel offers API

Airline notification API

Serving online and 
off-line travel agencies, 
travel APIs

The solution

BOOKING API NEEDS APPROVAL CONFIRMATION

TRAVAXY
API

TRAVAXY
API

BOOK
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* Travaxy updates COVID-19 hotel instructions and measures.

According to 90 different 
accessibility parameters. 

Hotel certification

90
parameters
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Travaxy offers filtering by 
specific needs, extra 
accessibility parameters to 
existing platforms.

The solution –  
search by needs
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Tailored offers 
by disability 
combinations 
Offering the right hotels 
for the specific disability 
type and needs. 
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Airlines require 48 hours 
notification before servicing 
travelers with disabilities

Airline accessibility  
notifications

Travaxy takes this hassle away from platform users 
and travelers with a simple API call

BookAPI
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Travaxy updates COVID-19 measures from 
the hotel side for all travelers!

Travelers with disabilities barely leave their 
house during COVID-19, saving money for 
the day after the vaccine.

during the COVID-19 Travaxy Grows the 
architecture of the API increasing our 
database for the day after.

COVID - 19
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People with disabilities 

Travelers with disabilities 

of the 600M travel 

15% out of those that don’t 
travel, would travel if they felt 

they have a solution

*source: ODO, Deloitte, WHO **source: European Commission, ENAT

People with 
disabilities 

in 2015

1B

People with 
disabilities 

in 2020

1.2B

Living in 
developed 
countries

600M

The biggest and fastest 
growing minority in the 
world

70%
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Travaxy and Amadeus Travaxy and Globalia corp

Amadeus the biggest B2B travel GDS serving 
50% of the worldwide travel companies and 
solutions, showcasing our company to their 
customers

Travaxy is in the process of integrating Halcon, the 
biggest travel agency in Spain and Latin America, 
Globalia is also the owners of Air Europe.

*GDS - Global distribution system

Integration of customers and 
acknowledgment
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